TM/583/2017/1370

TRADE NOTICE No. 26/2017

Date: 26.09.2017

Sub: **Penalty charges for wrongful/false declaration of Notice of Readiness (NoR).**

Attention of the Trade fraternity is invited to the Trade Notice No.23 and 24 vide reference no.TM/152/2017/1189 dated 01.09.2017 and TM/152/2017/1221 dated 05.09.2017 respectively, and Circular no.TM/152/2017/518 dated 29.05.2017, regarding the matter related to turn around time and declaration of Notice of Readiness (NOR).

It is clarified the penalty for wrongful/false declaration of the (NOR) shall be an amount equivalent to one day’s berth hire charges and shall be collected from on the Vessel Agent as penalty. This charge shall be in addition to other charges/provisions of the Scale of Rates, as applicable.

In view of this, you are requested to kindly advise your members and all associates to exercise due care before declaring NOR, so as to avoid imposition of penalty.

![Signature](image)

(Vipin R. Menoth)
TRAFFIC MANAGER

To
President, Mormugao Stevedore’s Association
President, Mormugao Ship Agents Association

With a request to inform your members.